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This is a book that helps you learn Office 2007, the contemporary offering from Microsoft. Being precise and complete, it
offers the reader a cutting edge in the field of Office 2007. An easy to understand style, lots of examples to support the
concepts and use of practical approach in presentation are some of the features that make the book unique in itself.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register
by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government.
The professional’s guide to C# 7, with expert guidance on the newest features Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0
provides experienced programmers with the information they need to work effectively with the world’s leading
programming language. The latest C# update added many new features that help you get more done in less time, and
this book is your ideal guide for getting up to speed quickly. C# 7 focuses on data consumption, code simplification, and
performance, with new support for local functions, tuple types, record types, pattern matching, non-nullable reference
types, immutable types, and better support for variables. Improvements to Visual Studio will bring significant changes to
the way C# developers interact with the space, bringing .NET to non-Microsoft platforms and incorporating tools from
other platforms like Docker, Gulp, and NPM. Guided by a leading .NET expert and steeped in real-world practicality, this
guide is designed to get you up to date and back to work. With Microsoft speeding up its release cadence while offering
more significant improvement with each update, it has never been more important to get a handle on new tools and
features quickly. This book is designed to do just that, and more—everything you need to know about C# is right here, in
the single-volume resource on every developer’s shelf. Tour the many new and enhanced features packed into C# 7 and
.NET Core 2.0 Learn how the latest Visual Studio update makes developers’ jobs easier Streamline your workflow with a
new focus on code simplification and performance enhancement Delve into improvements made for localization,
networking, diagnostics, deployments, and more Whether you’re entirely new to C# or just transitioning to C# 7, having a
solid grasp of the latest features allows you to exploit the language’s full functionality to create robust, high -quality apps.
Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0 is the one-stop guide to everything you need to know.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Step by step learning guide book for MYOB Accounting software.
Readers develop the Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 skills for academic and career success with this latest edition from the
popular New Perspectives Series. Updated with all-new case-based tutorials, NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT
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POWERPOINT 2013, COMPREHENSIVE ENHANCED EDITION continues to apply MS PowerPoint 2013 skills to real
situations that fully demonstrate the relevance of concepts. A proven learning approach emphasizes critical thinking,
problem-solving, and in-depth coverage. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances analytical skills, while a new
tutorial on Managing Your Files helps readers navigate Windows 8. Readers discover success with MS PowerPoint 2013
as NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT POWERPOINT 2013 emphasizes the value and application of what they are
learning. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Provides information on the features and functions of ASP.NET 2.0, covering such topics as Web server controls,
working with Master Pages, themes and skins, data binding, working with XML, and caching.
Readers prepare for success with IC3 (Internet and Computing Core Certification) as they master basic requirements for
all three IC3 certification exams: Computing Fundamentals, Key Applications, and Living Online. IC3 CERTIFICATION
GUIDE USING MICROSOFT WINDOWS 10 & MICROSOFT OFFICE 2016 offers IC3 global training and certification
preparation to help users earn globally accepted, validated credentials and prove to employers, customers or higher
education institutions that they have the computer skills to excel in today’s digital world. This book emphasizes key
knowledge and timely skills to ensure proficiency in using computer technology, ranging from basic hardware and
software to operating systems, applications, and the Internet. Comprehensive instruction helps readers advance their
careers through computer certifications, such as CompTIA’s A+ and similar exams. Rely on this book for the computer
and Internet skills needed for success in both employment and higher education. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself the essentials of working with Windows 7. With STEP BY
STEP, you set the pace—building and practicing the skills you need, just when you need them! Learn to manage windows
and folders, sort and filter files, create an efficient Windows working environment, and safely access the Internet. You’ll
learn how to install and manage software and hardware, create and manage homegroups, share content with other
computers and computer users, and instantly locate content stored on your PC or network. You’ll also learn how to finetune your PC’s performance and resolve common problems. Plus, the supplied practice files give you a chance to hone
your skills and put the book’s lessons to work. For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for
downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
WORD 2007 IN SIMPLE STEPS is a book that helps you to learn WORD 2007, the latest offering from Microsoft. Being
precise and complete, it offers the reader a cutting edge in the field of Microsoft Office. With an easy to understand style,
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lots of examples to support the concepts, and use of practical approach in presentation are some of the features that
make the book not only unique but also provides a sort of limited-edition look to the book.
Describes the basic features of Fedora and offers instructions concerning its use, administration, network and server set-up, and
its compatibility with new technology.
Since 1971 competition has begun to replace regulation as a governing force in the telecommunications industry. The breakup of
the national telephone monopolies, technological advances, and the worldwide network in telecommunications have brought a
revolution in the telecommunications equipment and services industries. These changes have forced legislators and regulators to
rethink public policy toward communications. The papers in this book were first presented at a conference organized by Robert
Crandall and Kenneth Flamm, pulling together a group of industry professionals and scholars to address the far-reaching
implications of the upheaval in the communications industry. The contributors analyze the effects of this increasing competition on
standardization, technical innovation, and international rivalry. Changing the Rules offers possible policy options and analyzes
their potential effects on the future market structure and the competitive positions of the U.S. computer and communications
industries.
Vols. for 1970-71 includes manufacturers' catalogs.
Combining both VB.Net and C# coverage in one book, this guide focuses on using ASP.NET 2.0 for solving business dynamic
Web site challenges in a logical progression, from connecting to a database to displaying information to changing data Covers the
fundamentals of connecting Web pages to databases, techniques for creating data objects and events, and ways to handle data
errors Features tricks and traps for displaying data in grids, lists, and trees Goes beyond the usual basic techniques to discuss the
best practices and pitfalls that can occur in real-world scenarios with SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, Access, and the new SQL
Server Express Edition
This is a book that helps you to develop Custom BizTalk Applications in a precise and complete way. It offers the reader a cutting
edge in the field of BizTalk 2006. An easy to understand style, lots of examples to support the concepts, and use of practical
approach in presentation are some of the features that make the book unique in itself. The text in the book is presented in such a
way that it will be equally helpful to the beginners as well as to the professionals.· Getting Started With Biztalk Server 2006·
Exploring Business Process· Creating Sample Biztalk Applications · Implementing Schemas in Biztalk Applications· Implementing
Business Rules· Overview of B2B Process· Troubleshooting the Biztalk Applications

Now readers can effectively prepare for success with the IC3 (Internet and Computing Core Certification program) with
IC3 INTERNET AND COMPUTING CORE CERTIFICATION GUIDE USING MICROSOFT WINDOWS 7 AND
MICROSOFT OFFICE 2013. The IC3 global training and certification program proves users are equipped with computer
skills to excel in a digital world. It shows users are capable of using of computer technology ranging from basic hardware
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and software to operating systems, applications, and the Internet. These skills position readers to advance their careers
through additional computer certifications, such as CompTIA’s A+ and similar exams. Today, more than ever, computers
and Internet skills are prerequisites for employment and higher education. Employers and universities now understand
that exposure to computers does not equal understanding computers. This book provides the knowledge and skills that a
functional user of computer hardware, software, networks, and the Internet needs. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
CorelDRAW is the best known vector graphics software that helps you create interactive designs for printing, publishing
and advertising. CorelDRAW X4 is the latest and improved version of CorelDRAW. Smart Interface, new tools and
enhanced compatibility are some reasons why CorelDRAW X4 is the market leader.CorelDRAW X4 in Simple Steps
offers you a quick and easy way to learn and master CorelDRAW X4. Simple language and step-by-step approach with
lots of illustrations make this book an ultimate reference book. Be it a novice or a professional, CorelDRAW X4 in Simple
Steps is useful for all.
Includes information on electronically published databases with details of content, size, access and pricing as well as
commentary on the major databases.
This book contains the step by step information about the NetBeans 6.0 IDE. This book is for you if you are familiar with
java programming and are looking for a book that effectively explains the concepts of the NetBeans IDE. This book gives
the core information about features of the NetBeans IDE and developing applications using the same. This book contains
lots of examples and helps you to learn about the NetBeans IDE in an easier way.It is a precise yet complete book that
helps you understand different concepts and methodologies involved in developing scalable and distributed applications
using NetBeans IDE 6. The book covers all advanced concepts of NetBeans IDE 6 and each concept is explained
through simple steps and supported by numerous examples. This makes the book unique in itself.Covers:Features of
NetBeans 6.0 IDEInstallation of NetBeans 6.0Exploring NetBeans 6.0 IDECreating a Java ApplicationDeveloping Web
Applications in NetBeansDeveloping Enterprise Projects in NetBeansDeveloping Web Services in NetBeansDeveloping
NetBeans Plug In ModulesRefactoring Source Code Debugging the ApplicationsPeforming Junit TestingGenerating and
Accessing JavadocsImplementing Ant Script
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
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Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Dreamweaver CS3 in Simple Steps discusses in detail, the concept of building a website. Be at home, office, or on move, you can
use Dreamweaver CS3 in Simple Steps as a definitive reference. Starting from opening Dreamweaver to adding text, images,
colors, uploading website on the World Wide Web, etc. this book covers all tasks required to build a website.The book covers:·
Introduction to Dreamweaver CS3· Working with graphics, tables, frames, and links in Dreamweaver CS3· Cascading style sheets
and templates· How to place Flash-based controls on a website· Working with JavaScript· Handling Cloaking, Check In, and
Check Out Options· Site management, testing and uploading a site on server
Image Analysis, Classification and Change Detection in Remote Sensing: With Algorithms for Python, Fourth Edition, is focused
on the development and implementation of statistically motivated, data-driven techniques for digital image analysis of remotely
sensed imagery and it features a tight interweaving of statistical and machine learning theory of algorithms with computer codes. It
develops statistical methods for the analysis of optical/infrared and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery, including wavelet
transformations, kernel methods for nonlinear classification, as well as an introduction to deep learning in the context of feed
forward neural networks. New in the Fourth Edition: An in-depth treatment of a recent sequential change detection algorithm for
polarimetric SAR image time series. The accompanying software consists of Python (open source) versions of all of the main
image analysis algorithms. Presents easy, platform-independent software installation methods (Docker containerization). Utilizes
freely accessible imagery via the Google Earth Engine and provides many examples of cloud programming (Google Earth Engine
API). Examines deep learning examples including TensorFlow and a sound introduction to neural networks, Based on the success
and the reputation of the previous editions and compared to other textbooks in the market, Professor Canty’s fourth edition differs
in the depth and sophistication of the material treated as well as in its consistent use of computer codes to illustrate the methods
and algorithms discussed. It is self-contained and illustrated with many programming examples, all of which can be conveniently
run in a web browser. Each chapter concludes with exercises complementing or extending the material in the text.
Visual Basic 2008 Black Book Is The Most Comprehensive Book That You Will Find On Visual Baisc.Net. It Contains Useful
Material On All The Concepts Of Visual Basic 2008, And At The Same Time, Teaches You How To Implement These Concepts
Programmatically By Providing Appropriate Examples Along-With Detailed Explanations. This Edition Of The Book Particularly
Deals With Some New And Advanced Topics: Such As Wpf, Wcf, Wf, Asp.Net, Ajax, Silverlight, And Linq. This Unique Book On
Visual Basic 2008 Has Extensive Coverage Of The Language; No Doubt, Every Aspect Of The Book Is Worth Its Price. Part I .Net Framework 3.5 And Visual Studio 2008 Chapter 1: Getting Started With .Net Framework 3.5 Chapter 2: Introducing Visual
Studio 2008 Part Ii - Visual Basic Programming Language And Oops Chapter 3: Introducing Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 4: Flow
Control And Exception Handling In Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 5: Object-Oriented Programming In Visual Basic 2008 Part Iii Windows Forms And Wpf Chapter 6: Windows Forms In Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 7: Windows Forms Controls - I Chapter 8:
Windows Forms Controls- Ii Chapter 9: Windows Forms Controls - Iii Chapter 10: Windows Forms Controls - Iv Chapter 11:
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Windows Forms Controls - V Chapter 12: Introducing Windows Presentation Foundation Chapter 13: Working With Wpf 3.5
Controls, Resources, Styles, Templates, And Commands Chapter 14: Using Graphics And Multimedia In Windows Forms And Wpf
Part Iv - Asp.Net 3.5 Chapter 15: Introducing Asp.Net 3.5 And Web Forms Chapter 16: Standard Web Server Controls Chapter 17:
Navigation Controls In Asp.Net 3.5 Chapter 18: Login And Web Parts Controls In Asp.Net 3.5 Chapter 19: Enhancing Web
Applications With Silverlight Part V - Services And Deployment Chapter 20: Asp.Net 3.5 Web Services Chapter 21: Introducing
Windows Communication Foundation Chapter 22: Deploying Windows And Web Applications Part Vi - Ado.Net And Linq Chapter
23: Data Access With Ado.Net Chapter 24: Data Binding In Windows Forms And Wpf Applications Chapter 25: Data Binding In
Asp.Net Applications Chapter 26: Working With Linq Part Vii - Advanced Topics Chapter 27: Working With Windows Workflow
Foundation Chapter 28: Threading In Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 29: Collections And Generics Chapter 30: Working With Xml And
.Net Chapter 31: The My Object Chapter 32: .Net Assemblies Chapter 33: Developing Windows Mobile Applications Chapter 34:
Security And Cryptography In .Net Chapter 35: .Net Remoting In Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 36: Human Resources Management
System
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